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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVES. Alternating hemiplegia of childhood is a predominantly sporadic neurodevelopmental syndrome of uncertain etiology. In more than 3 decades since its
description, little progress has been made in understanding its etiology or in identifying effective treatments. In 1998, in collaboration with the Alternating Hemiplegia
of Childhood Foundation, an international registry was established to help document
clinical outcomes and promote research efforts.
PATIENTS AND METHODS. We present phenotypic data on 103 patients who met existing
diagnostic criteria for alternating hemiplegia of childhood. Although some of these
subjects may have been included in previously published reviews, our focus was
directed toward the earliest manifestations of symptoms and evolution of features
over time. Data sources included written questionnaires, face-to-face and telephone
interviews, clinical examination, and medical charts. Characteristics of disease onset,
medical comorbidities, episode triggers, diagnostic workup, and treatment are presented.
RESULTS. Paroxysmal eye movements were the most frequent early symptom, mani-

festing in the first 3 months of life in 83% of patients. Hemiplegic episodes appeared
by 6 months of age in 56% of infants. Background slowing shown by electroencephalography during typical paroxysmal events, including hemiplegic, tonic, or
dystonic episodes was frequent (21 of 42 cases). Distinct convulsive episodes with
altered consciousness believed to be epileptic in nature were reported in 41% of
patients. Ataxia (96%) and cognitive impairment (100%) were frequent nonepisodic
symptoms. Empiric pharmacologic treatment approaches offered little benefit in
most subjects and resulted in adverse effects in 20% of patients. Prolonged episodes
were completely or temporarily aborted during sleep in all subjects.
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CONCLUSIONS. This descriptive analysis of a large cohort of children indicates that paroxysmal ocular movements are an

early, highly suggestive symptom, followed by paroxysmal episodes of focal dystonia or flaccid, alternating hemiplegia in early infancy in the majority of subjects. Current challenges in diagnosis and management contribute to
poor outcomes. Early diagnosis and multicenter collaboration are needed to facilitate trials to identify more effective
therapies. Pediatrics 2009;123:e534–e541

A

LTERNATING HEMIPLEGIA OF childhood (AHC) is a complex clinical entity initially thought to be a migraine
variant. Verret and Steele first characterized the syndrome in 1971.1 They described a series of 8 children with
bouts of intermittent alternating hemiplegia in addition to other neurologic abnormalities, including developmental
delay, choreoathetosis, and dystonia. Clinical features were refined in 19802 and again in 19933 to include 6 typical
diagnostic criteria (Table 1).
Although incidence has been estimated at 1 in 1 000 000 births,4 variability in clinical presentation, lack of
awareness of the disease, and misdiagnosis may contribute to an underestimation of the true burden of disease. The
evolving nature of the abnormal movements and their complexity, as well as the manifestation of comorbid
generalized epileptic events in up to 50% of patients, further complicates the diagnosis.5 Outcome in children with
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TABLE 1 Diagnostic criteria for classical AHC
Onset of symptoms before 18 mo of age
Repeated attacks of hemiplegia involving either side of the body
Other paroxysmal disturbances including tonic or dystonic spells, oculomotor
abnormalities, and autonomic phenomena during bouts in isolation
Episodes of bilateral hemiplegia or quadriplegia as generalization of a
hemiplegic episode or bilateral from the beginning
Immediate disappearance of symptoms upon sleeping, which later may
resume after waking
Evidence of developmental delay and neurologic abnormalities including
choreoathetosis, dystonia, or ataxia

AHC is often poor, with frequent episodes of paroxysmal
neurologic impairment, as well as less severe but persistent motor disability and global developmental impairment in the majority of those affected3,5,6. Unfortunately,
the current lack of understanding of etiology and pathophysiology, combined with a lack of proven effective
therapeutic options, leaves patients and families desperate to try untested therapies, further enhancing the risk
for poor outcome.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Study Population
Database participants were enrolled with full institutional review board approval. Referral sources included
collaborating physicians and AHC family support organizations in North America and France. Some patients
were likely included in previous reviews; however, all
data for this study were collected independently.3,5
From 1998 to 2007, 172 patients reporting episodic
hemiplegia were enrolled. Data sources included medical charts, written questionnaires, and direct patient/
family interview; clinical examinations were documented for ⬎100 patients via participation in regional
family conferences sponsored by the AHC Foundation
(United States and Canada) and Association Française de
l’Hémiplégie Alternante (France).
From an initial cohort of 172 patients, 132 had accompanying records considered sufficient for establishment of clinical phenotype, and 103 patients met existing criteria for AHC.3 Of these, 56 were female and 47
were male, including a set of identical twins. Fourteen (7
male, 7 female) of 132 patients were considered atypical
in that the onset of hemiplegic episodes occurred after 18
months of age; these cases were excluded from our
analysis. Another 15 patients were found to have distinctly different clinical entities such as familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM) (n ⫽ 2) and benign nocturnal familial AHC (n ⫽ 3) or were part of affected families with
atypical characteristics (n ⫽ 10).
Of the 103 patients who met formal diagnostic criteria, we had information regarding ethnicity on 90 (including 82 white, 4 Hispanic, and 4 other). Nationalities
represented included the United States (n ⫽ 65), France
(n ⫽ 23), Canada (n ⫽ 5), Israel (n ⫽ 2), Sweden (n ⫽ 2),
India (n ⫽ 1), Brazil (n ⫽ 1), Czech Republic (n ⫽ 1),
Italy (n ⫽ 1), the Netherlands (n ⫽ 1), and the United
Kingdom (n ⫽ 1). Age at time of enrollment ranged from

6 months to nearly 30 years. Information obtained via
questionnaires, interviews, medical charts, and examinations was organized into 5 specific categories: (1) disease presentation and characteristic episodes; (2) neurologic comorbidities; (3) event triggers; (4) diagnostic
studies; and (5) treatment history.
Hemiplegia, quadriplegia, dystonic/tonic episodes, and
paroxysmal oculomotor events were individually elicited
when possible. Data on duration of episodes and associated
epiphenomena (ie, temperature or color change, respiratory difficulty) were elicited. Presumed epileptic convulsive
events, distinguished from other episodic events by an
associated alteration of consciousness in conjunction with
either sustained bilateral tonic or tonic-clonic activity, were
recorded separately. Other coded neurologic comorbidities
included ataxia, choreoathetosis, and cognitive impairment. Triggering events or environmental influences were
delineated and grouped broadly into 5 categories: (1) stress
or physical activity; (2) specific foods; (3) light sensitivity;
(4) exposure to water (eg, swimming or bathing); and (5)
medications. The diagnostic workups, with specific attention to electroencephalographic (EEG) and MRI findings,
were documented, as were pathologic (muscle or skin biopsy), laboratory, and other radiologic studies (positron
emission tomography [PET], single-photon emission computed tomography [SPECT], computed tomography, and
magnetic resonance angiography [MRA] results). Medication history in relation to symptoms of AHC was also
recorded.
RESULTS
For 103 patients who met clinical diagnostic criteria,
average age of onset for hemiplegic or quadriplegic episodes was 6 to 7 months (6.6 ⫾ 4.3 months), and the
average age of onset for dystonic episodes was similar
(6.4 ⫾ 11.4 months) (see Fig 1). In 86 cases where
specific age at onset was determined for dystonic episodes, 35 (41%) had dystonic symptoms before plegic
episodes, and 30 (35%) had dystonic and plegic episodes
with concurrent onset. Age at time of diagnosis was
variable (range: 6 –240 months), although the average
was just over 36 months (36.5 ⫾ 48.7 months). Age at
the time of enrollment was also variable (range: 6 –384
months), with a mean of nearly 108 months (107.5 ⫾
87.8 months). Forty-seven (46%) patients submitted
records or were evaluated at more than 1 point after
initial enrollment into the study.
There was an extremely broad range given for duration of typical dystonic or plegic episodes. For all patients, variable episode duration was reported, ranging
from minutes to hours to days. Episodes ⬎24 hours and
up to 3 weeks in duration were reported for 38 (38%)
subjects. Such prolonged episodes consisted of fluctuating, alternating hemiparetic and quadriparetic events
without returning to baseline in between episodes.
Episodic abnormal eye movements were documented
for 96 (93%) of 103 patients, with a mean onset of 21⁄2
months of age (2.4 ⫾ 3.1 months) (see Fig 1). In 31 (32%)
of these 96 patients, abnormal eye movements were noted
within 1 or 2 days of birth. The most frequently described
paroxysmal eye movement abnormality was nystagmus
PEDIATRICS Volume 123, Number 3, March 2009
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FIGURE 1
Age of onset of symptoms of AHC.

(48 children, of whom 10 had clearly documented episodes
of monocular nystagmus). Intermittent esotropia/exotropia or other monocular deviation was noted in 40 children.
Parents frequently reported an evident change in respiratory pattern in association with episodes, with respiratory
distress or frank apneic episodes documented for 25 (24%)
children. Color or temperature change with episodes was
reported for 60 (58%) patients.
Specific neurologic comorbidities were documented,
including epilepsy, cognitive impairment, and the appearance of a persistent movement disorder. Forty-four
(43%) of 103 patients reported repeated episodes of
generalized tonic or tonic-clonic activity in association
with an obvious alteration of consciousness thought to
be clinically consistent with a diagnosis of epilepsy. In
these children, such episodes were uniformly much less
frequent than their other more “typical” episodic neurologic events. Given the relative infrequency of these
events, and the perceived urgent need for intervention
because of respiratory compromise, EEG documentation
that such events were truly epileptic was usually lacking.
Although we cannot exclude the possibility that such
events represent severe bilateral tonic episodes in some
children, the association of altered consciousness clearly
distinguishes them from other episodes; EEG studies
confirming that such events were truly epileptic were
available for only a small subset of patients. The mean
age of onset of epileptic events was nearly 6 years
(68.6 ⫾ 58.0 months), with 10 (23%) of the 44 cases not
reporting onset until 10 years of age or later. In patients
with available records, all (88 of 92) but 4 had ataxia,
whereas cognitive impairment was present in every case
with documentation (96 of 96). Impairment was generally described by families as mild to moderate. In a subset
(n ⫽ 41) of the affected children, neuropsychological
evaluation performed by our group demonstrated high
variability in functional impairment for cognitive, adaptive, and behavioral domains, with younger patients
demonstrating more intact and functional cognitive and
adaptive skills than older patients. Pooled data of that
subset showed full-scale IQs (when using the Wechsler
Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence) of 62.5 ⫾ 14.0, with
an average verbal IQ of 69.2 ⫾ 15.9 and performance IQ
of 63.7 ⫾ 15.4. Detailed analysis of these data will be
reported separately.
Familial history of recurrent headache was reported
e536
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in 56 (54%) cases; however, only 17 case subjects reported first-degree affected relatives. General headache
characteristics were not available for most family members; however, in 1 case, an affected subject’s father was
noted to have adult-onset migraine with transient hemiparesis. Seven (7%) patients had congenital hip dysplasia. Sudden unexplained death occurred in 3 patients
over 10 years.
Triggering events were broadly categorized into several different areas including environmental stress, water
exposures, specific physical activities, lighting changes, and
foods (Table 2).
Review of diagnostic testing revealed that MRI study
results were predominantly normal (54 of 69 cases with
original documentation). Average age at the time of MRI
(using most recent scans when multiples were available)
was nearly 61⁄2 years (77.09 ⫾ 66.58 months). Generalized cortical atrophy was present in 3 case subjects: 2
older patients (aged 13 and 23 years) and a 14-monthold male infant. Isolated cerebellar atrophy was evident
in an 11-year-old wheelchair-bound girl. Two patients
with AHC who met classic diagnostic criteria had mesial
temporal sclerosis on MRI. One of these children clearly
demonstrated the complexities that can arise in determining the nature of specific episodes and the need for
vigilance in reassessing patients as new symptoms arise.
Within the first 3 years of her clinical course, no epileptiform activity had been demonstrated despite numerous
telemetry studies. When she was restudied later because
of the appearance of events distinct from her typical
hemiplegic and dystonic episodes associated with altered
consciousness, EEG studies revealed multifocal high-amplitude spikes and slow waves in the right hemisphere.
However, electrographic discharges did not definitely

TABLE 2 Reported Triggers in AHC
Category

Cases
Reporting, %

Examples

Environmental stress

75

Water exposure

61

Speciﬁc physical activities
Lighting
Foods

50
47
10

Temperature extremes, crowds,
odors, irregular sleep
Bathing, swimming,
shampooing
Exercise, playground swing
Sunlight, ﬂuorescent bulbs
Chocolate, food dyes
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FIGURE 2
Treatment exposures according to class in AHC. SSRIs indicates
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.

correlate with any clinical events, and telemetry captured a period of right-sided hemiplegia associated with
only with 2- to 4-Hz generalized background slowing.
EEG reports were available for review in 83 cases. For
42 patients, we had EEG reports that clearly documented
the absence of epileptiform features during plegic or
dystonic episodes. The remaining 41 cases had clinical
notes referencing the absence of epileptiform activity on
EEG testing but no additional documentation. Many
EEG reports provided insufficient information to be instructive (eg, results were “normal” with no indication
as to whether events were observed) or clearly documented the absence of hemiplegic or dystonic episodes
during testing and, thus, were inconclusive. Twelve patients had focal sharp wave discharges not associated
with plegia or dystonia. Two of these 12 patients (including the 3-year-old patient discussed above) received
a secondary diagnosis of complex partial seizures. In
both cases, seizure manifestations were distinctly unique
from plegic and dystonic episodes, and medical charts
indicated that previous EEG recordings had documented
absence of epileptiform findings during such plegic and
dystonic episodes. In 21 of 42 cases, patients were found
to have background slowing, and in 15 patients, such
slowing occurred intermittently during plegic or dystonic episodes. In the remaining cases for which clinical
events were captured, there were no EEG abnormalities
described.
SPECT (n ⫽ 36) and 2-[18F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose
(FDG) PET (n ⫽ 33) scans were often performed on
patients; however, only a small subset of these clinical
reports was available. The most commonly reported
findings were hypometabolism for both SPECT (n ⫽ 5)
and FDG PET (n ⫽ 5). Normal angiographic studies were
documented for 25 patients. Muscle and skin biopsy
were frequently (n ⫽ 38) performed to evaluate for
possible mitochondrial abnormalities; however, in only
1 instance were abnormal findings reported (ie, complex
III deficiency documented via testing on a frozen specimen). Various metabolic screening tests were performed
on all patients at some point before diagnosis, and results
were almost universally normal aside from nonspecific
changes indicative of a catabolic state. Comprehensive
screening for mutations in CACNA1A and ATP1A2 was
not performed; however, in a pilot study using comparative genomic hybridization (Human Genome CGH
Microarray 244K [amadid 14693] from Agilent Technol-

ogies [Santa Clara, CA]) in a subset of 10 subjects within
this cohort revealed no evident mutations. Further investigation into the utility of this technology in relation
to AHC is ongoing.
The most frequent pharmacologic treatment interventions were flunarizine (n ⫽ 80), benzodiazepines (n ⫽ 55),
carbamazapine (n ⫽ 52), barbiturates (n ⫽ 45), and valproic acid (n ⫽ 40). Flunarizine and benzodiazepines were
more often associated with a perceived improvement in
dystonic or plegic episodes: 48 of 80 of patients using
flunarizine reported some benefit, whereas 21 of 55 reported an improvement with benzodiazepines (see Fig 2).
No further characterization as to duration of effect or type
of improvement was elicited; however, even those reporting improvement with a given treatment frequently
expressed uncertainty regarding long-term impact on
symptoms. Antipsychotics, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, gabapentin, and diamox were invariably not helpful. Of note, of 16 patients who received
a trial of topiramate, only 1 had reported improvement, in
contrast to recent case reports documenting clear improvement in frequency or severity of paroxysmal events. In all,
21 (20%) patients reported serious adverse responses to a
prescribed medication resulting in its discontinuation. In
addition, in 310 total drug exposures listed within our
database, 28 (9%) resulted in frank worsening of symptoms associated with AHC, whereas only 84 (27%) were
thought to have any benefit.
DISCUSSION
Patients with AHC present significant challenges in diagnosis, management, and treatment. Although the time
to diagnosis has improved in recent years, a surprising
proportion (n ⫽ 16) of patients in this review were ⬎3
years of age by the time the diagnosis was considered.
Fortunately, the time to diagnosis seems to have improved when compared with previous estimations of 5
to 6 years.7 One of the most surprising findings of the
current review is the frequency of children manifesting
symptoms in the neonatal period. Nearly one third of the
subjects manifested episodic oculomotor features within
1 or 2 days after birth, and a substantial proportion
manifested onset of hemiplegia and dystonia from birth
to 3 months (see Fig 1). The predominantly infantile
onset of symptoms, frequency of paroxysmal events, and
high prevalence of associated neurologic and developmental impairments highlighted in this review are key
PEDIATRICS Volume 123, Number 3, March 2009
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TABLE 3 Screening Criteria for Early Suspicion of AHC
Focal or unilateral paroxysmal dystonia and/or ﬂaccid hemiplegia in the ﬁrst
6 mo of life
Paroxysmal ocular movements including biocular and monocular nystagmus
and/or deviation in the ﬁrst 3 mo of life
Absence of epileptiform changes during ictal events

features that help to distinguish AHC from other episodic
neurologic disorders.
Although the spectrum of clinical characteristics and
disease progression in AHC is broad, particularly with regard to frequency and duration of plegic and dystonic
episodes, identification of a recognizable pattern and progression of features may help to facilitate earlier diagnosis.
This, in turn, will facilitate the opportunity for a more
standardized approach to treatment trials. Episodic monocular nystagmus, an extremely unusual eye-movement
abnormality, should immediately provoke consideration of
this diagnosis. Bilateral nystagmus that is episodic in nature
is also unusual, although nonspecific; however, when observed in association with unilateral posturing or obvious
hemiplegia, AHC should clearly be considered. Part of the
delay in suspecting the diagnosis rests in the currently used
clinical criteria, which may be too specific, requiring the
emergence of other static neurologic symptoms before clinicians feel comfortable in considering the diagnosis. Alternative, more simplified criteria are suggested in Table 3.
A significant challenge in the diagnosis of AHC is in
distinguishing paroxysmal movement-disorder symptoms from clinical seizures, particularly if both types of
episodes are present in the same patient. Admittedly, an
infant who presents with abnormal eye movements and
tonic stiffening is more likely to have an epilepsy syndrome. However, nonepileptic features on EEG results in
the setting of observed dystonic or plegic events should
immediately lead to consideration of this diagnosis. Because paroxysmal episodes may be more frequent and
prolonged in infants with AHC compared with infantile
epilepsy syndromes, it may be somewhat easier to capture nonepileptic plegic or dystonic events associated
with AHC. Prolonged video EEG monitoring of ⱖ12
hours to enhance the likelihood of capturing episodes

may help to better characterize the paroxysmal manifestations of AHC and their EEG correlates. Such studies are
an indispensable part of the diagnostic algorithm in such
patients to exclude alternative phenotypes such as infantile-onset epileptic encephalopathies (see Table 4).
With time, however, an increasing percentage of patients manifest episodes suggestive of generalized epileptic events. In this cohort, 43% of typical cases reported
concurrent epilepsy with AHC as evidenced by distinct
tonic-clonic movements with loss of consciousness. This
proportion is consistent with previous estimates.5,8 However, on the basis of our findings, electrographic seizures
are rarely captured, possibly because of later, less frequent, and less predictable occurrence. In any event, the
potential morbidity added by a secondary epileptic component further exemplifies the significant complexities
involved in confirming the diagnosis of AHC (with or
without associated epilepsy) and in determining treatment approaches for the various manifest symptoms,
both epileptic and nonepileptic.
The underlying disease mechanism in AHC remains
unclear. Given the various and paroxysmal neurologic
symptoms in AHC, it seems likely that a generalized
cellular dysfunction of some sort is the basis for symptomatology. Previous studies that explored a mitochondrial etiology have been inconclusive9–11 and are not
supported by our data; however, similar paroxysmal
neurologic events including hemiplegia can accompany
metabolic disorders (including pyruvate dehydrogenase
deficiency, mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy,
lactacidosis, and stroke [MELAS], and glucose-transporter defects12–14) and require exclusion before diagnosis can be made (see Table 4). In the majority of infants
who present with AHC, abnormal eye movements precede development of other episodic neurologic phenomena. Similar episodic oculomotor abnormalities have
been noted in neurotransmitter deficiency states such as
aromatic amino acid decarboxylase deficiency15 and inborn errors of biopterin synthesis16; thus, cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) studies are needed to exclude these disorders.
An underlying channelopathy or neurotransmitter
receptor defect might explain the close parallels between

TABLE 4 Appropriate Evaluation in Determining the Diagnosis of AHC
MRI, MRA, and magnetic resonance spectroscopy

CSF neurotransmitter and pterin metabolites, methyltetrahydrofolate

Metabolic screening (urine organic acids, plasma amino acids,
acylcarnitine, blood lactate and pyruvate, CSF lactate, thyrotropin,
thyroxine, CSF and plasma glucose levels)
12- to 24-h video EEG monitoring

Genetic screening (CACNA1A, ATP1A2, or SLC1A3 sequencing/screening)
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To exclude structural and vascular abnormalities (such as Moyamoya syndrome)
and metabolic disorders such as MELAS, pyruvate dehydrogenase deﬁciency
or creatine transport disorders
To exclude potentially treatable disorder of dopamine biosynthesis or pyridoxal
phosphate-responsive symptoms or folate-deﬁciency states in patients with
paroxysmal dystonia and oculomotor abnormalities
To exclude mitochondrial disorders (eg, pyruvate dehydrogenase deﬁciency,
MELAS), periodic paralysis with thyrotoxicosis, or glucose transporter defects
To exclude epileptic causes for abnormal movements; periodic reevaluation
indicated for new or evolving episodes or in case of failure to capture
episodes
Low yield but may be appropriate in cases where onset is later in childhood (⬎2
y), ictal episodes are infrequent, family history of complex symptoms with
migraine, or documented epileptiform events and cerebral edema on MRI

Downloaded from www.pediatrics.org by on April 14, 2010

symptoms in AHC and other migraine syndromes such
as FHM.17–19 Episodes in subjects with AHC parallel those
seen in migraine syndromes in many respects, including
the character of the observed perfusion abnormalities
documented on SPECT scans.20–23 In addition, triggers
common to typical migraine, including menses, chocolate, and fatigue, are common to patients with AHC, as is
the symptomatic improvement with sleep. Similar gross
structural changes seen in severe cases of FHM24 and
previously published cases of AHC24–26 imply that cell
death may occur in severe cases. Animal models have
helped to clarify the physiologic processes involved in
FHM. Using a CACNA1A knock-in mouse model, van den
Maagdenberg et al27 were able to show increased current
density in cerebellar neurons, enhanced neurotransmission at the neuromuscular junction, and a reduced
threshold and increased velocity of cortical spreading
depression. Theories posing neuronal membrane dysregulation intuitively seem to address the multifocal aspects of AHC. Unfortunately, supporting evidence for a
heritable, channel-based etiology in the majority of cases
is lacking28,29 despite candidate gene analysis confirming
mutations in FHM genes in some atypical familial cases
of AHC.30–33 Within our own database, sequencing of
such candidate genes (ie, CACNA1A, ATP1A2) in a subset
of subjects with classic AHC has been unproductive to
date (unpublished data).
Recent reports have suggested a possible microvascular etiology on the basis of findings on skin biopsy.34
Although MRI/MRA imaging is warranted to exclude
potential major vascular etiologies such as Moyamoya
syndrome or vascular occlusion, such studies cannot
definitively exclude involvement of small vessels.35
However, autopsy data from 2 cases in our database
have not revealed obvious large, medium, or small vessel
pathology in the central nervous system.
In contrast to FHM and other migraine variants,
clinical outcome in AHC is frequently poor because of
the pervasive developmental delays and persistent frequent episodes manifested by children as they grow
into adulthood. Anecdotal observations of profound
developmental regression after prolonged epileptic
and nonepileptic episodes, even those clearly not associated with hypoxia, hypoglycemia, or other evident
secondary insults, raise concerns about the impact of
individual events on outcomes. Although it is unclear
whether improved symptomatic control of such episodes would result in improved outcomes with regard
to overall development, effective therapeutic options
that have a clear and sustained impact on the frequency and duration of spells would undoubtedly enhance quality of life. Proven therapies for amelioration of episode frequency and duration are extremely
limited, and the long-term impact of apparently even
the most broadly effective agent, flunarizine, is essentially unknown.36–40 Even those medications considered to be most useful by clinicians and families, including flunarizine and the benzodiazepines, have yet
to be evaluated in prospective, randomized, placebocontrolled trials.7,41–43 Thus, at present, there is little to

no justification for the uniform initiation of any particular therapeutic agent for all patients with AHC.
The establishment of an international AHC registry and
database provides an opportunity to better characterize
clinical features, enhance collaboration, and pose questions
about the evolution of symptoms and signs across a larger
cohort of patients. It may also facilitate a much-needed,
large-scale, prospective study into this disorder and promote clinical and research collaborations. Ongoing research efforts, family support information, and video footage of disease characteristics are available through our
group’s Web site (http://medicine.utah.edu/neurology/
research/swoboda).
As a retrospective analysis, there are considerable
limitations to our study. When available, medical
charts were used to validate and characterize specific
components of an individual’s medical history. However, obtaining complete medical charts from parents
who are burdened by the demands of a developmentally delayed child and who were often exasperated by
a long, tortuous, often unsatisfying clinical course
made complete data collection a significant challenge.
Much of our data were obtained from parental interviews and questionnaires. Inherent in this approach is
the potential for recall bias and inaccurate reporting,
which is especially significant when considering the
broad span of time covered in adolescent and adult
patients as well as the high variability in presentation
(eg, hemiplegia versus quadriplegia, paretic versus
dystonic) and duration (ranging minutes to weeks) of
plegic or dystonic episodes. In most cases, parental
recall of disease onset was strikingly vivid, which leads
us to believe that our characterization of typical disease presentation and early progression is reliable.
However, recall of effects of medications and number
of medication exposures is highly suspect and is a
significant weakness of this analysis. Prospective collection of such data would be of great benefit to the
community of those with AHC and their treating physicians and enhance our abilities to create meaningful
collaborations to improve the care and treatment of
these complex patients.
CONCLUSIONS
AHC is a rare but devastating disease that is difficult to
diagnose and even more challenging to treat. Symptoms associated with AHC have a profound impact on
affected patients and families. Health resource utilization is substantial in this population, because frequent
attacks result in dozens of inpatient admissions or
emergency department visits in the course of a year.
Empiric medication trials can negatively affect patient
health with limited therapeutic gains, particularly
when medications are added to an existing regimen,
which in itself was already of unclear benefit. The
complexity and severity of this disorder makes it imperative that new therapeutic options be explored,
preferably in a placebo-controlled fashion. In addition, earlier detection and accurate diagnosis might
afford the opportunity to alter what seems to be an
unrelenting course.
PEDIATRICS Volume 123, Number 3, March 2009
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